Abstract-The conventional signal reconstruction problem of multirate systems with channel noises can be cast as a robust multirate deconvolution design problem. We investigate a unified minimax approach for the robust deconvolution design of multirate systems. We discuss two typical multirate systems: the multirate filter bank system and the transmultiplexer system. We consider transmission noises resulting from quantization coding errors or external noises. The deconvolution filters for these systems that we derive are all IIR filters. The keypoint is converting the original robust deconvolution design problem to an equivalent minimax matching problem via polyphase decomposition and noble identities. Then, in spite of the presence of input signals and channel noises, we can solve this minimax matching problem by an optimization technique. The proposed method can be interpreted as designing an optimal multirate deconvolution filter such that the worst-case multirate system reconstruction error is minimized over all possible inputs and noises from the energy perspective. Therefore, our proposed design method is more robust than the conventional design method for multirate systems in the presence of uncertain input signals and channel noises. We present several numerical examples that show the good performance of our design method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multirate signal processing has recently received much attention and has been widely applied to communication systems, speech processing, and image processing [1] . It basically provides a more efficient processing of signals via resampling (upsampling or downsampling) of the original signals by an arbitrary factor. Because the sampling rates at various internal points can be kept as small as possible, a highly efficient multirate signal processing algorithm is expected to be obtained.
In general, multirate systems have many different structures. Multirate filter bank systems and transmultiplexer systems are the most important ones. Much research in the past decades [1] - [3] , [7] has dealt with the signal reconstruction problem for these multirate systems. Most of these results were based on the inverse filtering technique without considering channel noise to obtain a perfect or near perfect reconstruction design. However, channel noise is usually unavoidable in practical applications. Hence, the conventional multirate system design methods are no longer reliable if channel noise is considered. Recently, Chen and his coresearchers proposed a series of studies to deal with the signal reconstruction problem of noisy multirate systems from the H2 optimal point of view [4] - [6] .
The major drawback of these designs is that the statistical properties (or the models) of the input signals and channel noises must be well-known beforehand.
Our goal is to develop a unified treatment of the minimax approach or H 1 optimization [8] to deal with general noisy multirate systems.
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filter bank system and the transmultiplexer system. The deconvolution filters that we derive are all IIR filters. Our keypoint lies in converting the original noisy multirate deconvolution system to an equivalent blocked matching system via the polyphase decomposition and the noble identities in multirate signal processing [1] . Then, we use the minimax approach to solve the unified minimax matching problem in noisy multirate deconvolution systems. Unlike the more conventional minimization of the mean-square-error, this method minimizes the worst-case error energy over all possible inputs and channel noises from a frequency domain point of view. Since we consider a worstcase reconstruction error, our proposed design method is more robust and less sensitive to the changes of input signals and channel noises. Therefore, it is more suitable for the robust deconvolution design of noisy multirate systems when no prior knowledge regarding the input signals and the channel noise is available.
II. MINIMAX APPROACH TO ROBUST MULTIRATE DECONVOLUTION DESIGNS
In this section, we introduce a unified minimax design approach to treat the robust multirate deconvolution (signal reconstruction) design problem of noisy multirate filter bank systems and noisy transmultiplexer systems. In the following, let us define u 2`2 if kuk 2 2 =: 1 k=0 u 2 (k) < 1. Moreover, let RL 1 denote the set of proper rational functions and RH1 denote the set of proper and stable rational functions [8] .
A. Minimax Deconvolution Design of Multirate Filter Bank Systems
Consider the M-band noisy multirate filter bank system shown in Fig. 1 . The goal of our study is to find a suitable design for synthesis filters such that the reconstructed signalx is as close to the original input signal x as possible in spite of input signals and channel noises.
In general, the perfect reconstruction without considering channel noises is said to be achieved if the reconstructed signalx is equal to the input signal with some delay 0, i.e.,x(k) = x(k 0 ).
Hence, the desired multirate filter bank system to be matched is set as a pure time-delay system with transfer function as D(z) = z 0 :
By taking the type-1 polyphase decomposition to the analysis filters H1(z); H2(z); . . . ; HM(z), the type-2 polyphase decomposition to the synthesis filters G 1 (z); G 2 (z); . . . ; G M (z), employing the noble identities [1] , and reorganizing the desired pure time-delay system D(z) in a similar polyphase structure, a matching error system for the signal reconstruction problem in the equivalent polyphase filter bank systems is obtained, as shown in Fig. 2 , where
where H ij (z) andG ij (z) are the type-1 and type-2 polyphase components of Hi(z) and Gi(z), respectively, for i; j = 1; 2; . . . ; M
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where blocked signals u, n, and y are given in
Following the matching error system in Fig. 2 , the matching error signal e can be described as
If we assume the input signal x and channel noises n 1 ; n 2 ; . . . ; n M are all unknown but square summable, i.e., x; n1; n2; . . . ; nM 2`2, then the minimax approach to treat the deconvolution problem of noisy multirate filter bank systems aims at finding an optimal deconvolution filter G(z) 2 RH1 satisfying the minimax performance
In general, some weighting function matrices W2(z) 2 RH1 are introduced to reflect the emphasis of some frequencies being more important or interesting than others in the power spectrum of the error signal e. In this situation, (4) can be rewritten to be
To find the optimal synthesis filters G1 (z); G2 (z); . . . ; G M (z), an optimal polyphase filter G opt (z) must first be obtained by solving the minimax matching problem. Then, synthesis filters G 1 (z); G 2 (z); . . . ; G M (z) can be obtained according to
Remark 1: To reflect the importance (or contribution) of signals and noise in the above minimax design, the choice of the weighting matrix W2(z) is very easy in the case where some statistical properties of the input signal x and the channel noises are known a priori. For example, if the covariance of the input signal x is known to be Efx(k)x(k 0 )g = Rx(), then it can be easily shown that
Rx (1) 111 Rx(M 0 1) to reflect the contribution (or importance) due to signals and noises, where Rn = Efn(k)n T (k)g. If the multirate system is free of channel noises, the weighting matrix W 2 (z) can be chosen as
Moreover, if a small error is emphasized in some frequency range, the weighting W2(z) may be chosen to be dominant in this frequency range.
B. Minimax Deconvolution Design of Multirate Transmultiplexer Systems
Consider the M-channel noisy multirate transmultiplexer system shown in Fig. 3 . The design problem of multirate transmultiplexer system we investigated in this study aims at finding an appropriate design for the analysis filters H 1 (z); H 2 (z); . . . ; H M (z), such that the reconstructed signalsx 1 ;x 2 ; . . . ;x M are as close as possible to the input signals x1; x2; . . . ; xM when the channel noise n is presented. In the noise-free case, the restored signalsx 1 ;x 2 ; . . . Within this structure, the reconstruction error of this multirate transmultiplexer system is as
If the input signals x1; x2; . . . ; xM and the channel noise n are all square summable, by arguments similar to the filter bank case, the minimax approach to the signal deconvolution problem of multirate transmultiplexer systems aims at finding an optimal system H(z) 2 RH 1 such that the following minimax performance criterion Jopt = inf
is achieved. In general, some weighting function matrices W 3 (z) 2 RH1 are incorporated to further weight more important or interesting frequencies in the power spectrum of the error signal e and the more important components of e.
In this case, (5) can be rewritten to be Jopt = inf
By solving the minimax matching problem, an optimal deconvolution filter design H opt (z) can be derived. Then, the optimal analysis . . . 
HM (z)
=
C. A Unified Treatment
According to the analysis in above subsections, we can treat the different robust multirate deconvolution design problems as the minimax matching problem with the performance criterion To solve the above minimax matching problem, Nehari's optimal technique with iterative scheme can be used to find Q(z). The detailed procedure can be found in [8] .
Remark 3:
In the above discussions, the time delay in the filter bank case or the i in the transmultiplexer case is a parameter specified by the designer. The proposed design method lies in finding the optimal design under this time delay constraint to optimize the design criterion (6) . On the other hand, based on the proposed design method, the synthesis filters G 1 (z); G 2 (z); . . . ; G M (z) in the M-band multirate filter bank systems and the analysis filters H 1 (z); H 2 (z); . . . ; H M (z) in the M-channel multirate transmultiplexer systems are all infinite impulse response (IIR) filters, regardless of whether the analysis filters in the filter bank systems or the synthesis filters in the transmultiplexer systems are IIR filters or FIR filters.
III. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
Several examples are given in this section to illustrate the performance of the proposed unified minimax deconvolution filter design for multirate filter bank systems and transmultiplexer systems.
A suitable performance measurement is the reconstruction signalto-noise ratio (SNR), which is defined as for the ith subband of the multirate filter bank systems, respectively.
Example 1:
This example considers a 2-band multirate filter bank system with system delay time = 24. The analysis filters H 1 (z) and H 2 (z) are adopted from the result in [2] . For convenience, the input signal x with data length 1000 is generated by an ARMA model with pole locations f00:3; 00:1; 0:5; 0:7; 0:7; 0:85; 0:9g and zero locations f00:8; 0:6; 00:4; 00:2; 1:2; 1:6g, which is driven by a zero mean, Gaussian, white noise with variance 1. In transmission channel, the additive channel noises n 1 and n 2 are assumed to be zero-mean, Gaussian, white noises. Several cases of SNR n = 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 (in decibels) are tested. To demonstrate the robustness of the proposed design method, a comparative example of PR design in [2] is also simulated. The simulation results are shown in Table I . Example 2: A 3-channel multirate transmultiplexer system with system delay time = 5 is considered in this example. The synthesis filters G1(z), G2(z), and G3(z) are obtained from the 3-band filter bank system in [1] via the relationship in it. The input signals x 1 , x2, and x3 are derived by demultiplexing a time-division-multiplexed (TDM) signal, which is generated by driving an ARMA model as in Example 1 with a zero-mean, variance 1, Gaussian, white noise. In the transmission channel, an additive zero-mean, Gaussian, white noise is introduced. Several cases of SNR n = 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 (in decibels) are tested. To demonstrate the robustness of the proposed design, the PR design in [1] is also simulated. The simulation results are shown in Table II . Remark 4: By observing the simulation results in Tables I and II , we find that a satisfactory performance of the above two examples for small values of SNR n is achieved by employing the proposed design method. However, a less satisfactory performance is observed at large value of SNRn in Table II . This phenomenon is owing to some order reductions having been done to solve the minimax matching problem via MATLAB in the simulations. These model truncations have deteriorated the performance of simulation results, especially in high SNR n cases.
Example 3-A Practical Application: Consider a 2-band filter bank system in speech processing shown in Fig. 1 . Similar to Example 1, the analysis filters H 1 (z) and H 2 (z) are adopted from the result in [2] . The input signal is a speech signal "hai-liao-hor" with signal length 7860. For convenience, we assume the signals are corrupted with additive, zero-mean, Gaussian, white-noises in transmission channels. The corresponding SNR is SNRn = 10 dB.
In this system, the desired system time delay is assumed to be = 10. By employing the proposed design method to treat the robust signal deconvolution problem, an optimal synthesis filter bank is obtained. The corresponding SNR is SNR r = 10.5423 dB. From experimental result, we conclude that the proposed design method can be applied to practical applications.
IV. CONCLUSION
We discussed, from a unified point of view, the deconvolution (signal reconstruction) problem of multirate systems with channel noise. We studied two typical multirate systems: the multirate filter bank system and the transmultiplexer system. We proposed a unified minimax approach to the robust deconvolution filter design problem in noisy multirate systems. Unlike the conventional treatment of multirate system design without consideration of the channel noise, our design method minimizes the worst case of the reconstruction error over all possible inputs and channel noises. Therefore, our design method is more suitable for the robust multirate deconvolution filter design of multirate systems under uncertain inputs and noises. Our simulation results show that our method provides a satisfactory performance.
An Estimation on the Output Mean Value of Median Filtering at Edge Location

Xin Wang
Abstract-Median filtering is a simple and efficient method in signal processing. Examples show that it is better than the mean filtering in preserving edges. Until now, however, this property has not been proven 
I. INTRODUCTION
In many applications of signal processing, preserving edges is important. Linear filters possess mathematical simplicity but have the disadvantage of blurring edges. Thus, a number of nonlinear filters were proposed. They attempt to remove the effects of noise while retaining the edges. Median filters [1] , alpha-trimmed filters [2] , order statistic filters [3] , and stack filtering [4] are some examples.
The median filter is a well-known nonlinear method. Two characteristics that make median filters attractive for signal processing are that they are simple and have preserving edges. Although the median filter is useful and getting popular, theoretical analysis on its behavior is very complex [5] - [9] . When a step edge having the values of 0h and h is corrupted by noise that has a symmetric decreasing probability density function (pdf), it is still a problem that the output mean value of the median filtering at the first edge point lies in the interval (0h, 0h=L), where L is the length of filter window.
In this correspondence, some properties of the output pdf of the median filter at edge location are derived. In addition, the first part of this problem in this case is proven.
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